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Introduction

The primary objective of this project is to understand the importance of agile reporting methodologies for a retail sales team. Data has proven to be very vital for businesses to use and understand. In software systems that serve as data warehouses, it is expected that value be provided at each iteration within the system. This includes all the measurements, metrics, and reports. Agile reporting effects the way that data is utilized within a company. This paper looks at some of ways that value can be added when companies focus on ways to consolidate and standardize data as well as make it easily accessible.

Learning Objectives

As a sales intern this summer for The Kellogg Company, I worked in the field for the first five weeks alongside two Kellogg Sales Representatives in order to learn and understand the actions taken at the store level to drive business results and brand growth. Through this experience, I was also able to recognize how all the different functions within the company, specifically the Retail Performance Team, all worked together to support the work being done in the field. I had the opportunity to gain experience in grocery retail stores Schnucks and Dierbergs, and also Walmart stores in the St. Louis Market Area. Although the different retailers vary slightly on how they conduct business, the methodologies that we approached each store with stayed the same. On average, we spent 70 minutes in each store performing all steps in the Kellogg’s 9-Step Store Call Process.

Through this cycle, I learned the importance of every single step in driving sales in store. When I first stepped into this role as a sales intern, I assumed my main role would be trying to sell Kellogg products to store managers/directors. After being in the field for 6 weeks, I learned that selling to the manager isn’t always the most important part. Each step in the 9-step process was essential to continue to maintain and grow an active brand presence within the stores. While the only time you are truly selling to someone is during the 7th step, sell to manager, each step aligned with different objectives and goals. When looking at shelves we wanted to verify we were keeping our space and competitors weren’t taking any facings. We also wanted to look for discontinued items to report to key account executives. Checking the shelves for stock outs was also vital for account executives to be aware of to understand if it was an issue within Kellogg and the supply chain or whether it was a problem in the retail chain not ordering our products. There were so many things in each store that were important to do to drive Kellogg business
results. Due to the timing expectations and limit set, we were forced to prioritize the needs and expectations in every store. What could we do that would drive the most results in the 70 minutes we spent in the store? Timing was everything. We needed easy access to all our data and information in each store to drive business growth week over week.

When out in the field with a Kellogg Sales Representative, we utilized an iPad to record and update selling activities and leveraged sales data in Tableau to sell to managers. This allowed for easy accessibility to all documents, reports, and information necessary when in stores. However, this also creates opportunity for refinement. While everything is right at your fingertips, it also causes confusion when there are too many things, in too many places, and on too many apps. In further findings, fellow interns and I found that many of the tools that the Sales Representatives had access to, they weren’t even using for one of two reasons; one, because they didn’t even know it existed, or two, because it was too hard to try to go find.

Situation Assessment

As a member of the Retail Performance Team, I have learned how important it is to understand the who behind everything you do. With the field sales reps being the who behind my project, I was able to use my experience of working in the field to guide the decisions that I made throughout the process. After identifying the end user, I solicited feedback from multiple Kellogg Sales Representatives (KSRs) to understand how to create a tool that would facilitate their ability to understand the different reports. Much of the advice that I got was centered around simplicity. They wanted the relevant data to be easy to access and easy to understand. A couple of the KSR’s stated that often when there is too much information and in too many places, they just won’t even use the tool. In one response, Dan Rice, a KSR in the St Louis region, stated, “Time is very important while in store and even more important when talking to a decision maker so having to jump from app to app can cause a little frustration.” The top opportunities identified from the feedback were simplicity, accessibility, navigation between reports, understanding the tools available, and formatting for ease of use.

One of the apps that had opportunity for refinement was Tableau. Tableau is an excellent reporting and modeling tool that the retail and accounts team can utilize. The data within enables analysis to uncover patterns and trends within the business across categories, and the various reports can be leveraged in selling presentations with store managers. There are hundreds of reports that the retail and account teams have the ability to leverage, however the reports are only useful if the teams know how to use them. This created an opportunity for me to commercialize and create knowledge around these reports through the creation and integration of job aids.

The other opportunity that presented itself was with how to educate the retail and accounts teams on new data, information, and reporting tools. Currently, Kellogg lacks structure in how they present and deploy new dashboards. Recently, a new dashboard within the Performance Sales Drivers Workbook was added. When this dashboard was deployed, there was confusion around how to get the retail and account teams to understand how to access it and further how to utilize it. With a lack of deployment strategy as well as no formal training methodologies, new dashboards often go unused. In a recent article, Frank Brogie, Product Marketing Manager at Repsly, states “Data in the hands of one is helpful, but in the hands of an entire team is when it becomes powerful. (Brogie)” When the retail and account teams don’t know how to use the newly implemented dashboards, value is lost. With more structure in place, Kellogg can optimize their sales through more efficient KSR’s. With the current situation, this allowed me to consolidate and refine some of the current techniques that were being used to get information out to the retail and account teams.
Project Objectives

Through this project, I was given three main objectives in order to measure project execution and track performance. First, I was to build/update job aids for Tableau retail reports. Then I was to integrate the job aid tools into Tableau Dashboard Reports. And finally, outline a recommended training deployment plan for future Tableau Dashboard releases. At the completion of this project, the job aids would ideally increase efficiency for sales representatives while out in the field as well as encourage the retail and account teams to optimize the results that they could draw from the data and different reports. We will investigate the steps taken to complete this project as well as how the process will influence future reporting techniques.

Literature Review

The basic idea of utilizing numbers for analysis has been one that has been around for thousands of years. What started all the way back in 18,000 BCE as tally sticks, to in 2400 BCE as the abacus, has now turned in to computers with complex, ever-expanding capabilities (Marr, 2015). Humans have been storing and analyzing data for many centuries; however, since the emergence of internet and digital storage, the concept of Big Data has gained significant momentum. In 2014, “88% of business executives surveyed by GE working with Accenture report that big data analytics is a top priority for their business. (Marr, 2015)” With current data capabilities expanding, companies can no longer remain competitive in their industry without the analysis and implication of data. However, companies need to understand that Big data is less about how much you have and more about how you go about using it (SAS).

To effectively utilize the data at hand, agile reporting techniques have become an important part of every company and its technological structure. Adanza, VP of Marketing at Vector, states “Less is more is a fundamental principle in gauging the appropriate level of reporting: you should only create enough reports to adequately track success and measure performance. Too many reports are a waste of time and effort--both for the writers and readers of the reports. (Adanza, 2016)” Given the tools that companies have access to today, the challenge is finding the balance between too little reporting and too much and finding ways to create a balance to optimize efficiency and effectiveness. In order to do this, companies are investing in software systems and companies to store, understand, and utilize their data. In one article, Kidd states that by the end of 2021, “73% of organizations will be using all or mostly SaaS Solutions. (Kidd 2020)’” SaaS, which stands for software as a service, is how applications are delivered through the internet, creating easy access to data from any device. Partnerships with companies that can help make sense of data are rapidly increasing for small businesses, large corporate companies, and every company in between.

In 1992, Walmart first deployed Retail Link, a software system that hosts inventory and source of sales data for Walmart’s suppliers. Then in 1996, Walmart made this system available through the Internet, making it more widely accessible to all different parts of their business, including their suppliers and manufacturers (Wailgum). Due to Walmart’s large presence in the retail industry, this showed a huge step in the need for accurate and accessible data in an organization.

Within a business, specifically in sales, having and using data can help to personalize sales, anticipate customer needs, and create repeatable successes (Lucid Content Team). “According to a Business Application Research Center (BARC) survey of 559 business and IT decision-makers, data-driven sales increased profits by as much as 8% while simultaneously reducing the overall cost of operations by 10%” (Lucid Content Team). In the past couple decades, companies continually look for new software, new database systems, and new
technology that they can utilize to continually improve the current ways that they can store and analyze their data. Prior to 2013, Kellogg company used a traditional relational database system for their data analysis and modeling. However, when that solution was no longer able to keep up with the increasing demand for data, they were forced to look for new solutions. Kellogg chose to work with AWS, Amazon Web Services, a cloud-based platform that can “accommodate terabytes of data, scale according to infrastructure needs, and stay within its budget” (Amazon). The continuous need to create faster, more reliable, data-driven decisions is vital, and Kellogg, as well as other big companies throughout the world, have turned to platforms that offer SaaS solutions, like AWS. With a solution like this, Kellogg can further scale the systems used for data analysis, one of those applications being Tableau. Tableau is one of the software systems utilized by many major companies as the data delivery platform of choice to drive and grow their business through visual analytics.

Project Development

Over the last 6 weeks, I used PowerPoint and Tableau to create, update, and integrate job aids for the Multi Store Performance Report, the AMPS (Assortment, Merchandising, Promotion, Share) Report, and the PSD (Performance Sales Drivers) Dashboard. The existing versions of these job aids contained many pages of information. I worked to consolidate the information into fewer slides and fewer steps so that the retail and account teams can more easily understand the job aids. To create the reports, I utilized PowerPoint with each slide displaying step by step how to use different functions within the dashboards. Previously, these job aids pulled screenshots from the desktop version of Tableau. With the end user constantly in mind, I decided to take screenshots from the iPad version of Tableau because that was how most of the retail team accessed it. I also ensured that all job aids were consistent and easy to follow, using the same fonts, colors, and overall format throughout. Once my manager and I were satisfied with the end results of the three job aids, I started the integration process.

I partnered with Tableau Lead, Anandh Mohan, to understand the integration process and strategically place the job aids in a place that would allow for easy accessibility for the retail team. We met weekly to work through this process and the steps involved in integration. Using the iPad testing folder, I was able to test where a good place to put the job aid would be and how to execute getting it in that place.
As shown from the diagrams above, when in Tableau, a Kellogg Sales Representative can select a workbook, and now along with seeing the different reports in the workbook, there is also a job aid at their disposal. This allows for easy accessibility of the job aids which will encourage more of the retail and account teams to utilize the reports.

**Analysis/Implications for the Company**

After the process was complete, I laid out a plan for future Tableau Dashboard implementation. In a recent article, Frank Brogie, Product Marketing Manager at Repsly, states “Data in the hands of one is helpful, but in the hands of an entire team is when it becomes powerful. (Brogie)” When the retail and account teams don’t know how to use the newly implemented dashboards, value is lost. With more structure in place, Kellogg can optimize their sales through more efficient KSR’s. In detailing recommendations, I presented four action steps to leadership that should be taken when implementing a new or updating an old dashboard.

My first suggestion was to designate a specific person to take over the job aids. From observation and conversations, it seems that there is not one set person that oversees the creation and implementation of job aids. I received feedback that often times the job aids were moved throughout various positions but never set as one person’s responsibility. My recommendation is to have 1 person that is accountable for the initial creation of needed job aids as well as continually updating the job aids as dashboards are changed and modified.

Second, I suggested that when a dashboard is first released, along with that dashboard there should be two things that are released simultaneously. A job aid should be created and added into the workbook of the new dashboard as shown from my project. These two things should go hand in hand. As well as the job aid, a 2-minute drill video should be created and released to give retail and account teams visibility on what the dashboard looks like and an overview of how to use it.

Third, I recommended that there be an initial training that takes place. I suggested the idea that this training takes place on the quarterly, regional town hall meeting in order to get a wide audience. These quarterly calls are essential for all retail and account teams to attend, so talking through a new dashboard during this call would reach a wide audience. This training will be structured to introduce the dashboard and walk through the different filter options, how to access the different reports, and what kinds of information and insights that it will provide.

From there, I recommended two follow up calls. These follow up calls should be a mix of training as well as a time for feedback. These will take place 30 days after initial implementation and then again 90 days after. While the initial training took place at the regional level, these follow ups should take place at the area level so that questions and feedback can be given. After each of these follow ups, KSM’s will be asked to provide the feedback to help continually improve the dashboard.

These recommendations will increase knowledge around the reports available to the retail and account teams. Often, dashboards have gone unused by many teams/people due to the fact that they don’t know how to find the information or decipher the data within the reports. With a structured release plan, new dashboards will be understood and therefore utilized by retail and account teams in the future.

**Conclusion**

Throughout this internship, I had first-hand experience in the field to see how important data-driven decisions are as well as where current data and reporting processes could be refined and improved. This entire process of creation and integration of job aids for my project will
increase proficiency for US Retail Sales Reporting and create more agile reporting methodologies. The business results that were gained will shape the future implementation of reporting tools. This entire project ultimately allowed me to see where processes could be refined in implementing new dashboards and updating existing ones. These updates and processes will lay out a framework for the best practices in implementing new Tableau reports. Agile reporting continues to be a necessary topic to improve the productivity and efficiency of the retail and accounts team. To work towards continually improving these processes, there are a couple key questions that will need to be asked:

- How can we increase the visibility to reporting tools?
- How does this report/performance metric differ from what is already available, how can it be beneficial to the retail and account teams?
- What is the business process that this reporting will support?
- Who will use this report and how will it be used?
- How can current processes and information be refined or consolidated to maximize efficiency?

Reporting techniques are methodologies that need to continually evolve as data capabilities are rapidly advancing. Data remains a driving factor for companies, so it is essential that companies understand how to use and leverage the mass amounts of data that are available to them. With more consolidated data, retail and account teams will be empowered with data capabilities to drive results and performance metrics in store. As an intern out in the field for the first five weeks, I really understood the need for concise and specific reporting. With continual refinement towards agile reporting techniques, data can allow companies to reach new levels of understanding their business and where opportunities for growth present themselves.

**Personal Evaluation**

This project, as well as the entire internship, taught me a lot both personally and professionally. Working for a company that has such a strong foundation in their values and mission allowed me to really understand the basis of what makes Kellogg a leader in the CPG industry. Through the various networking opportunities that I had and relationships I was able to build with professionals throughout Kellogg to build culture intelligence, I was able to gain more insight into not only the company, but also myself. The opportunities for involvement and networking have allowed me to expand on my strengths as well as recognize opportunities for growth. With a manager, multiple mentors, and a team of professionals there for support, I was given advice, mentorship, and guidance on where I want to take my career and the steps that I need to do to get there.

The University Relations Team within Kellogg, set the intern class up on many calls with senior leadership throughout the summer. On these networking calls, there was one question that someone always asked and that was, “If you were to go back to being in our shoes as an intern, what is one piece of advice you would give as we look to further our careers?” In just about every single response, we were told one defining thing, to take advantage of the opportunities that present themselves. This really resonated with me and is something that I will continue to think about as I approach my job search and career past college. I truly do think that every day is an opportunity to learn, and we must approach each day with that mindset to grow and develop new skills and insight. Kellogg stresses the importance of having a hunger to learn so throughout the internship, I was always very curious and constantly asking questions to gain new information and insight. The idea of being a lifelong learner is one that is very important to me.
so seeing a culture value growth through learning is a very important connection. I think being a lifelong learner and taking advantage of opportunities when approached with them go hand in hand. When you take new opportunities, you widen your ability to learn more and gain more knowledge whether that be in a new area, new team, or new position.

Throughout the internship, I kept a detailed notebook for each meeting, event, and networking opportunity that I had. As I wrapped up the internship and began to reflect on my experience, I utilized all feedback, advice, and notes that I wrote to form 5 key takeaways:

1. Feedback is essential for both personal and professional learning and growth, if you aren’t getting any, ask for it.
2. Be confident in everything you do and all decisions you make.
3. Networking is an opportunity, take advantage of it. You never know who could impact you and your career path.
4. Be curious, it will cause you to learn more, understand more, and engage more.
5. Show passion for your work, be enthusiastic.

From this internship, I have gained many skills, learned many lessons, and had so many experiences that I look forward to implementing into my career path going forward. The project work has shown me agile reporting is just one aspect that companies must continue to improve upon to remain competitive in the industry. Innovation and change have shown to be so important not only in reporting methodologies, but in all areas throughout the company. From these experiences, I have seen so much value in change. New demands, changing trends, and an increasingly competitive market should drive continual changes, with new techniques, new skills, new information, that will continue to drive growth and business results. Due to the success that I had as an intern and the results I helped to drive through my project, I was offered a Temporary Student Support position to continue working with Kellogg throughout my senior year. I look forward to continuing to learn more about Kellogg and the CPG industry by utilizing the skills I have learned thus far.
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